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Public Practice is a not-for-profit social enterprise with a
mission to improve the quality and equality of everyday
places by building the public sector’s capacity for
proactive planning.
10% of the year-long placements is dedicated to a R&D
programme to share new knowledge and practice across
authorities. This Practice Note is one of the outputs of this
programme.

MAKING NET ZERO HAPPEN:
How can Authorities target the highest standards
in energy performance for new council-led
homes?
This Practice Note is based on learnings from a year-long placement
as a Public Practice Associate in LB Newham between April 2019
and March 2020. The Associate joined Newham’s new Housing
Delivery team which was formed to deliver a GLA grant-funded
programme to start 1000 council-owned homes on-site by 2022. In
April 2019, Newham Council became one of the UK’s first local
authorities to declare a climate emergency, pledging to achieve Net
Zero Carbon by 2050 and setting climate action as a political
priority. 1
The findings of this Practice Note are shaped by the author’s
experience of developing a Low Energy Design Strategy for LB
Newham and are also informed by her previous experience as a
practicing architect and Passivhaus designer. The Practice Note
unpacks the processes involved in gaining corporate approval to
target the Passivhaus Standard for new build council-led housing.
Findings and recommendations may be useful for planning
authorities within and beyond London who are invited to help test,
develop and improve the recommendations and resources
associated with this Practice Note.
CONTEXT
The construction, operation and maintenance of the built
environment account for 45% of total carbon emissions in the UK.
Around 80% of those emissions are from buildings in use.2
Given this context, if we are to achieve Net Zero emissions by 2050
as legislated by the Climate Change Act, a paradigm shift in building
standards is necessary in order to design and deliver buildings that
are far more energy-efficient. To meet this challenge, all new
buildings must operate at Net Zero by 2030 - meaning that by 2025
all new buildings must be designed to Net Zero levels of energy
efficiency. 3
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Office for National Statistics, Definition of ‘Net Zero’, (2019)
Department for Business Innovation and Skills, Supporting material for
the Low Carbon Construction IGT Report, (2010), pp.3-4
London Energy Transformation Initiative, Net Zero Operational Carbon
(2019)
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Figure One: Combined emissions: of the 45% of emissions accountable to
the construction industry, energy in use (operational energy) represents
83%, whereas manufacturing (embodied energy) represents 14%. 4

In response to the government’s consultation on the Future Homes
Standard and the proposed changes to Part L 2020, the Committee
on Climate Change (CCC) advised that the UK must ‘limit energy
consumption to Passivhaus levels by 2025 at the latest’ –
emphasising the need to ‘set out the ambition now rapidly to upskill
the workforce’. 5
The Passivhaus Standard is an international energy performance
standard developed by the Passivhaus Institut in Germany.
Passivhaus homes reduce the requirement for space heating and
cooling by up to 75% compared to standard practice for UK new
build, whilst also creating excellent indoor comfort levels. 6 They are
built and designed with meticulous attention to detail and are
independently certified through an exacting quality assurance
process. Basic design decisions such as massing, orientation and
window size are fundamental to achieving the standard. Unlike other
energy standards, therefore, Passivhaus must be embedded from
the earliest stages of the design process.
Despite the urgent need to deliver ultra-low energy buildings as the
new normal, the Passivhaus Standard remains relatively new to the
UK market, although interest in the standard is growing, particularly
amongst public sector clients.
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Department for Business Innovation and Skills, Supporting material for
the Low Carbon Construction IGT Report, (2010), pp.3-4
Committee on Climate Change, Letter: Future Homes Standard and
proposals for tightening Part L in 2020, (2020)
UK Passivhaus Trust, What is Passivhaus?
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Local authorities can be bold, and enterprising and forward-thinking
councils have pioneered the Passivhaus Standard in the UK.
Exemplar projects include RIBA Stirling Prize-winning Goldsmith
Street (Norwich City Council) and Agar Grove (London Borough of
Camden, see image below) which, once complete, will become the
largest Passivhaus development in the UK with a total of 493 homes.
Exeter City Council has also been delivering Passivhaus homes over
the last 10 years and, by learning from experience, is now able to
achieve the Passivhaus Standard at no extra capital cost when
compared to minimum standard homes. 7

Exemplar design: Agar Grove (Phase 1a), London Borough of Camden (2018)
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UK Passivhaus Trust, Passivhaus social housing: Cost research
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APPROACH
The research for this Practice Note was carried out in parallel with
the development of LB Newham’s Low Energy Design Strategy to
inform the decision-making process through a detailed evidence
base that was specific to Newham’s context and the Council’s core
political aims. Information was gathered through the following
methods:
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Literature review.
Interviews in person and by telephone with external experts.
Peer review with experienced local authority clients.
Internal stakeholder consultation interviews.
Sharing and testing ideas with industry groups such as the
Good Homes Alliance Vanguard working group.
Recordings of guest presentations and workshops.
Site visits to exemplar projects.

The purpose of this Practice Note is to unpack the processes
involved in gaining corporate approval to target the Passivhaus
Standard for new build council-led housing. The paper excludes the
following:
—

—

—

Retrofit / refurbishment projects. It is possible to upgrade
existing stock along the same principles by using the
Passivhaus ‘EnerPHit’ standard, however, this is a topic which
deserves a Practice Note in its own right and is therefore
outside the scope of this paper.
The paper focuses on guidance and strategies for ‘direct
delivery’ council homes, rather than for planning policy teams.
Currently, the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
limits how far councils can set planning policy beyond minimum
national requirements.8
Technical information on how to produce a Passivhaus design
is not included, however, some answers to the basic questions
can be found in the ‘Passivhaus FAQs’ document provided in
the Resources (see PN014_C_Passivhaus FAQs).

Facing page: Diagrammatic stakeholder map of internal and external
consultees and indicative reporting structure for a ‘Sustainability Lead’
embedded within a planning and regeneration directorate
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For more on this topic, refer to Practice Note PN016
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FINDINGS
1. LACK OF AWARENESS
Interviews with consultees revealed a lack of awareness of the
Passivhaus Standard amongst many Local Authority Officers. Of
those who had heard of the standard, many did not have an accurate
understanding of the technical requirements involved or how it differs
from other building performance energy standards. Most officers did
not know which consultant should be responsible for delivering a
Passivhaus design or at what point in the procurement process this
should occur.
2. MISCONCEPTIONS
A common misconception is that Passivhaus is a service provided by
all building services (MEP) consultants. In reality, the Lead Architect
is responsible for delivering a Passivhaus design and an
independent Sustainability Consultant with Passivhaus expertise
(Passivhaus Consultant) should be directly appointed by the client
from the earliest stages of a project to monitor and comment on the
design as it develops.
3. KEY QUESTIONS
Through the internal and external consultation process some key
questions were identified as being of high importance to answer
convincingly in order to gain approval for targeting Passivhaus. Key
questions and responses included:
A.

OPPORTUNITY: HOW CAN RESIDENTS BENEFIT?
Passivhaus homes are healthier and more comfortable for
residents by providing fresh air and warm, dry homes. The
World Health Organisation reports that occupants of damp or
mouldy buildings have a 75% greater risk of respiratory
problems such as asthma. 9
Residents will be protected against fuel poverty through
reduced energy bills. Annual heating bills are lowered by up to
90%, with residents reporting spending as little as £100 per
year. 10 Given the rising cost of electricity, these savings are
significant.
Newham has the highest rate of fuel poverty in London and is
ranked in the top ten Councils for fuel poverty nationally. At the
time of writing, Newham also has one of the highest death rates
linked to air quality linked to any London Borough. The potential
benefit for Newham’s residents presents a compelling case for
adopting the standard.
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World Health Organisation, WHO guidelines for indoor air quality:
dampness and mould, (2009), p.73
Passive House + Hastoe Housing, Passive house can help alleviate fuel
poverty – report, (2014)
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Newham-specific data on fuel poverty, rent arrears and air
quality-related deaths was gathered in order to evidence this
context. At the time of writing, Newham was in the process of
organising its first Citizen’s Assembly focussed on Climate
Action, so this has not informed the findings of this Practice
Note. Feedback from public consultation is recommended to
further inform proposed strategies and should include a review
of proposals for wider green economy social value benefits for
the local community.
B.

COMPLIANCE: WILL THIS STRATEGY DELIVER KEY
POLICY OBJECTIVES?
The proposed strategy must demonstrate how it will support the
delivery of core political objectives. At the time of writing, 282
Councils in the UK have declared a climate emergency and
pledged to reduce emissions.11 These declarations may seem
tokenistic, but they are very helpful in setting climate action as a
clear political priority.

C.

TIME: DOES THIS STRATEGY INTRODUCE PROGRAMME
RISK (DELAYS)?
Fear of perceived programme risk is one of the biggest barriers
to gaining support for introducing a new strategy.
Programme delay can occur on any project if poorly managed,
regardless of target quality standards. Appointing the right
consultant expertise from the outset of the project will reduce
the risk of delays by avoiding abortive work. Similarly,
appointing a good contractor with experience or training in
Passivhaus construction will make a big difference.
It may also be helpful to de-mystify PHPP modelling, as some
Development Managers raised concerns that the design
development could be slowed down by the modelling process. 12
PHPP is not a complex modelling software, rather it is a
sophisticated excel spreadsheet that is updated by the
architects and checked by the Passivhaus consultant to account
for all measured building elements and their respective heat
losses and gains. Therefore, it is a less time-consuming
process than most types of environmental simulation software.

D.

11
12

COST: CAN CAPITAL COST SAVINGS BE MADE?
Authorities working within constrained budgets need any new
strategy to be cost-effective. The less capital spent on each
individual home, the greater the number of homes that can be
provided overall. In the context of the housing crisis and rising

Climate Emergency UK, List of Councils who have Declared a Climate
Emergency
UK Passivhaus Trust – the Passive House Planning Package (PHPP)
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homelessness, it is necessary to recognise the importance of
demonstrating value for money in any proposal.
Better quality homes may cost more initially, but they last longer
and costs are reduced when viewed over the building’s lifetime.
How cost is measured over the long term needs to be revisited.
As Passivhaus is still relatively new to the UK market, there is
currently a modest capital uplift associated with adopting the
standard. Literature review suggests that uplift capital cost per
home may increase by between £120-300 psqm (4-10%). 13
If Passivhaus design is embedded successfully from the project
outset, industry guidance indicates this could reduce to as little
as 4%. 14 In this scenario, any savings gained through reduced
operation and maintenance costs would offer a net cost-benefit
in comparison to typical new-build homes.
Other industry research indicates an overall net savings benefit
of £2000-£4000 per home over a 60-year period for Passivhaus
certified homes – compared to typical new build homes - when
operational and maintenance savings are included. 15 This is
promising, however a broader and more context-specific
dataset is needed to verify the amount of cost savings available.
Authorities are understandably risk-averse when it comes to
additional capital investment. At Newham, the team presented a
conservative estimate of 10% uplift in view of the fact that the
Council had not delivered the standard before. The team
presented costed options for mitigating the initial capital uplift,
including:
—
—
—
—

Income from capitalised fuel bill savings.
Reduced Carbon Offset payments.
Subsidy from Carbon Offset fund.
Operational & maintenance savings (demonstrated and
monitored through Whole Life Cost Analysis).

For further details refer to the template
PN014_F_Implementation Plan included in the Resources for
this Practice Note.
Facing page: Roadmap to achieving corporate approval for a Low Energy
Strategy as set out in this Practice Note and supporting documentation
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UK Passivhaus Trust – Passivhaus Construction Costs (2019)
Currie & Brown, A report for the Committee on Climate Change (2019)
p.41
Encraft, Whole life costs of a Passivhaus,(2014), p.4
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The Passivhaus Standard can bring significant benefits for residents,
both in terms of better health and wellbeing and also economic
benefit. Through the recommendations set out below, this Practice
Note proposes steps towards gaining consensus for a Low Energy
Design Strategy which targets the Passivhaus Standard.
1.

IDENTIFY SUSTAINABILITY ALLIES
Leadership at Member level and Head of Department level is
critical to maintaining focus in developing policies, ensuring
implementation and overseeing monitoring. Identify potential
allies early on through private conversations. This process is
also useful to gain an understanding of the opinions in the room
and can plan ahead to address any concerns before presenting
proposals as part of more formal internal consultations in
groups.

2.

BUILD CAPACITY
Key internal positions need to be filled by or created for
individuals who can ensure initiatives are ambitious and
technically robust whilst remaining deliverable. Ideally, a Head
of Design should hire a Sustainable Design Lead who can work
between planning and development teams (see
PN014_A_Sustainability Lead JD).
Candidates should have proven and specific expertise in
building performance – as a minimum they should either be a
qualified Passivhaus Certified Designer or have delivered a
Passivhaus Standard building through to completion. Hiring
internal expertise is the most effective way to build the council’s
capacity to deliver sustainable development.
Critical review is also fundamental to robust initiatives, therefore
this Practice Note also recommends commissioning paid
Passivhaus Consultants in an advisory capacity to review and
comment on proposals developed by internal teams.

3.

EXPAND THE BRIEF
The journey to adopting the Passivhaus Standard at Newham
began as a request to write the ‘Energy section’ of Newham’s
Housing Design Guide which was being developed for a newly
formed Housing Delivery team.
In order to overcome nervousness around additional costs, the
team initially proposed a ‘Passive Principles’ solution, promising
to get ‘as close as possible’ to the Passivhaus Standard while
remaining within budget. This opened the door to pursuing the
strategy further, leading to more in-depth research on costs and

10
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feedback from experienced contractors which subsequently
proved the case for targeting the full standard.
4.

SHAPE PROCUREMENT DECISIONS
The Sustainability Lead should work together with the
procurement team to advise on the best approach to facilitate
successful implementation and ensure that consultant teams
have the right experience to undertake the work. It is
recommended that there is a minimum of one member of every
tender evaluation panel who has sustainability expertise and
can rigorously assess the quality of submissions.
(See PN014_E_Passivhaus Design and Procurement Process)

5.

WORK ‘BOTTOM UP’
Good ideas in one team can cascade across a directorate.
Once a higher standard was approved for part of Newham’s
housing delivery programme, it was quickly realised that the
same standard should be applied across all new council homes,
including large scale regeneration schemes. Raising standards
for direct delivery can also prompt planning teams to revisit how
sustainability standards can be improved in the Local Plan.
Start small but think big.

6.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF EXISTING NETWORKS
Engaging with a growing community of multi-disciplinary
industry experts and networks who are addressing the climate
crisis is important for keeping up to date and ensuring
implementation plans remain effective and well-informed. This
Practice Note recommends membership of the Climate
Response Working Group and industry groups including the
London Energy Transformation Initiative (LETI), the UK Green
Building Council (UKGBC), the Good Homes Alliance (GHA),
the Passivhaus Trust (UKPHT) and others.

7.

INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL CONSULTATION
Extensive and ongoing internal and external consultation is
necessary to build and maintain confidence. Confronting the
climate emergency is one major issue amongst a number facing
local authorities. Finding win-wins and securing buy-in from key
internal and external stakeholders throughout the process is
crucial to empowering staff to champion sustainability and
embrace change.

8.

ONGOING LEARNING
Embedding a new culture through ongoing learning is important.
Plan a cross-team training programme as early as possible as
this requires time and resource. Officers should seek sign-off
from team leads and the training programme should become a
mandatory part of officer induction and training. These should
take the form of ‘sustainability workshops’ to encourage
PN013/MakingNetZeroHappen
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engagement and group discussion between officers. (See
PN014_D_Why Passivhaus?)
9.

16
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WHOLE LIFE COST ANALYSIS
Finance teams should undertake whole-life cost analysis for
developments, to understand the cost benefits of better quality
and lower maintenance Passivhaus homes. The Building
Services Research and Information Association (BSRIA) runs a
Life Cycle Costing training course and also provides a
consultancy service. 16

BSRIA, Whole Life Cost Analysis, (2006)
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The five key principles of Newham’s Low Energy Design Strategy
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Exemplar design: Goldsmith Street, Norwich City Council - RIBA Stirling
Prize winner 2019

Presentation by Development Manager, Andrew Turnbull, Norwich City
Council. The Goldsmith Street team shared learnings from their experience
delivering award-winning Passivhaus council-owned homes in Norwich.
Speakers included commissioning client Norwich CC Development Manager
Andrew Turnbull (photographed above) and Passivhaus Consultant Sally
Godber (WARM Ltd), as well as architects Mikhail Riches.
Multidisciplinary presentations are more likely to engage officers and
can more easily identify with a presentation which includes someone in
their own job role describing the challenges and benefits involved.

14
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NEXT STEPS
This Practice Note has made some initial investigations into
embedding sustainable design practices in public commissioning
organisations – specifically, it explores how Passivhaus design can
be embraced at a strategic level. To take these findings further, there
are a number of areas of research that would benefit from further
development:
—
—
—
—
—

Testing of the strategies and resources provided for different
public sector bodies
Whole life cycle cost analysis for both Passivhaus and nonPassivhaus council-led developments, thereby gathering data to
monitor and confirm the financial case for long term cost benefit
Alternative forms of stakeholder consultation
Development and testing of alternative sustainability workshop
formats for ongoing training
Measuring the impact of workshop sessions

Public Practice welcome feedback on the findings and
recommendations set out in this Practice Note to help update
current resources and inform future research. Please contact
us at info@publicpractice.org.uk.
RESOURCES
A series of resources accompany these recommendations to
support officers to target the highest standards in energy
performance in council-led (and all) homes, including:
—
—
—
—
—

PN014_A_Sustainability Lead JD template
PN014_B_Low Energy Design Strategy
PN014_C_Passivhaus FAQs document
PN014_D_Passivhaus Design and Procurement Process
PN014_E_Implementation Plan

The resources can be downloaded from
publicpractice.org.uk/resources.
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The design and specification of buildings plays a crucial
role in achieving carbon reduction pledges. Some
Authorities are leading the way in creating pioneering
Passivhaus council homes. Interest in the standard
amongst built environment professionals and Local
Authorities is growing rapidly in light of the UK
government’s Net Zero Carbon 2050 target. However, the
Passivhaus Standard is yet to become mainstream.
This Practice Note explores how officers embedded within
planning and development services can make the case for
targeting the Passivhaus standard across their direct
delivery programe and ensure that climate emergency
pledges are implemented on the ground.
Drawing on in-practice experience gained during a yearlong placement in the London Borough of Newham, the
Practice Note sets out a series of measures that
Authorities can take to deliver low energy homes. The
Practice Note is accompanied by resources including a
template job description for a Sustainability Lead, a
templated Low Energy Design Strategy proposal,
Implementation Plan template and Passivhaus FAQs
guidance note.
#Passivhaus #ClimateEmergency #Council-ledHousing
#Sustainability #DesignQuality #LowEnergyDesign

Practice Notes and other resources are available
to download at www.publicpractice.org.uk/resources

